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From the bestselling author of A Year by the Sea, this memoir is a coming-of-age story for each
and every woman who has asked herself: "Now what? Suffused with Anderson's characteristic
humor and warmth, this publication is a permission slide for any woman who seeks to come out
of range and create her personal destiny." THE NEXT Journey chronicles Anderson's quest to
revive equilibrium to her existence after the responsibilities to be a mom, wife, grandmother,
caretaker, and bestselling author distract her--almost dangerously--from taking care of herself.
As Joan shares her tales of balancing love, marriage, family, parents, and spirituality, she inspires
and instructs readers to find peace and a distinctive purpose within their own lives. She
presents reassurance that the best is yet to arrive, and empowers additional women to come old
in the center of life.
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Reads a bit more Like a Travelogue When compared to a Memoir I'm sorry to say that I didn't
enjoy this book as much as the other two she has written. I bought this book because I hoped
that there will be more information about her personal life. There is definitely a market for this
kind of book. I know that some people will love hearing about her trip to Iona, Scotland or even
just a local trip--a time spent by the ocean. But I'm the sort of person who wants to hear more
about the internal workings of a person than I do the physical scenery of her
surroundings.regardless of the rest of the things we already are aware of. I feel closest to God in
my own home wherever it is at the time. So I don't identify. I do recognize with her people
conflicts. Five Stars Book is in Excellent Condition! Hopefully, that's enough to make you want to
know more. Of course, I recognize that such disclosures perform nothing for family members
harmony. But this is what I'd like in a book. Among my favorite memoirs At Home in the World by
Joyce Maynard is normally filled with such disclosures. Loved A Walk on the Seaside and her
relationship with Joan Erickson. I've often discovered her books to end up being swimming in
metaphors and seascape and scenery descriptions, but that one really reads similar to a
travelogue than anything else. All too often, she overextends herself, gets consumed with stress
and tries to take care of way too many people."It's beautifully written--it's just not my kind of
book. A self -help book for people who think they hate self-help books I'm not really a huge fan
of several self-help books because frequently they:1. Say what people already know and simply
wish affirmed2. I am a coach and also have gained from it personally and in addition
recommended it to clients. Compiled by people who run into as professionals but impart
nothing brand-new or special.This book differs. I was envious because I thought wouldn't it be
fantastic if we all had a house on the Cape or a connection in Iona, to escape. Yes, the writer
does share her own reflections and lessons but it isn't performed in a heavy-handed way.Portion
of the reason I might have enjoyed this reserve so much is because I related to the author's life. I
came apart feeling empty. Nevertheless, she does this with such vivid descriptions of her
lifestyle and actions that I sensed like I was there, in as soon as with her.Basically, that is a book
about a woman who provides written best-selling books but still struggles to achieve balance. I
love it when I can find similarities between my relationship (I am today a widow) and the
author's marriage or to be able to say to myself, "Yes, I've experienced that method about my
mom too," or "Her in-laws sound much like mine! There are plenty of women in the same boat. I
am one of them. Awesome Any man or women trying to comprehend the complex lives most of
us live. It did therefore without being preachy or taking me by the hand and showing me JUST
HOW. Even if you don't change a thing about your daily life after reading this, you should have
had the satisfaction of having experienced a good writer in top type, vividly recalling elements
of her life.Targeted at women in their midlife (40s, 50s or past), I think this book could be read
by women of varied ages. I want I'd go through it in my 20s. It could have served as a cautionary
tale then. As life could have it, we continue being the same person we had been before -
working the same challenges in maybe different venues. The author faces a significant crisis and
it takes quite a lot on her behalf to face the truth of what is happening to her emotionally. Many
thanks Joan. I longed to hear more about her hubby, her mom, her kids, her in-laws. Joan
Anderson once more is a wayshower on the road Joan Anderson courageously opens up her
internal lifestyle to herself and then to the reading globe baring her humanness - her quirks and
queries with deep, introspective composing. Thankfully, for me personally, Joan includes a
10-year lead and I have been amply blessed by her searches and journeys to be true and
genuine to herself also to others as lifestyle continues beyond the former roles of "good
mother/good wife". Right here she shares her a decade after becoming the best-selling writer of



A YEAR BY THE OCEAN. Now it had been a wake-up call. My own summary is don't look to others
to figure stuff out for you--make your own journey. I loved this book! Joan Anderson always
movements me with her composing. I highly recommend this publication and her A Season BY
THE SEA and if Meryl Streep is usually scanning this -- MAKE THE MOVIE! Always great to read!
Anderson generously invites me on adventures to islands I likely will never travel but because
she so thoroughly shares her experiences, I advantage. Eloquent, thoughtful and inspiring she
speaks speaks to my center. Highly recommend! Rejuvenated my Restless Spirit When I first
browse of her decision to simply accept this amazing present and explore her heritage, I was
jealous. I was reading this reserve on an Amtrak train traveling home from Santa Fe, New Mexico
and my own finding self journey. As I began to read it, I must say i enjoyed what sort of writer,
Joan Anderson, shared personal anecdotes about her life to gently lead readers to observe and
develop their own conclusions. But the truth is we need to take what we can from her words and
experiences and create our own path and experience. It is not about where we go, but about
what we learn each day to make ourselves solid and satisfy our destiny. That is the insight I
gained from this reserve and as my ancestors are from Scotland and Ireland I hope to make that
Journey myself some time.And that's all I'll reveal about this one. Great go through and fantastic
took for personal acceptance inside our own trip! Navigating a long-time marriage and the ever-
evolving brand-new chapters as we age, our ageing parents, adult children and their own
families, who we are nowadays as a pal, a writer, a teacher, a student inside our 50's and 60's.
Are light on reflection and heavy on pop psychology or psychology "lite", easy to digest rather
than very challenging3. Definately not a "how to" manual this does influence the reader to
personal assess and take her personal road. Must read! Go your own journey When is 50
considered middle age? Just how many people live to 100? Some real hope and guidance to
growing older with fun, pleasure and humor. I enjoy this woman - this human being so very
much on her behalf large honesty and courage to treatment enough about herself and care
enough about truth on her behalf readers who also search juggling older development and
discovering all of the ways we find out about linking to deep true meaning within and in
existence. Author doesn't seem to have anything jointly, really, always in search of something.
Gets just a little outdated. I crave disclosures about romantic relationships. Inspiring Joan
Anderson shows ladies the way in to the deepest places of our very own hearts. Five Stars Just
what I expected. Disappointed Was disappointed in this reserve.Without the nature descriptions
there wouldn't have already been much to the book. Especially as we mature beyond age 30 She
wrote of experiencing an aging mother or father, struggles with composing and achievement
and falling brief of people's targets. It's probably an extremely good publication for a number of
women but also for me, at nearly 75, . Joan Erickson provides some amazing insights into getting
older in the last chapter of the publication written with her husband. I'd say 35 to 40 is
definitely middle age group.. I'm not the type of person who looks for spiritual development in
the so-known as "thin locations" of the world--the areas where supposedly people can
experience near divinity. So, if you are under 70 this reserve(The Second Journey) may be a
good read but individually I was looking for more. This reserve allowed me to decelerate, start to
consider what really issues and make some important adjustments. I was curious to know how
she incorporated some of the wisdom from Joan into her own aging process.
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